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Abstract 
Adsorption patterns of molecules on some planar solid surfaces often follow the pattern of 
hexagonal close packing of the underlying lattice. A family of adsorption patterns can be 
represented by clusters of unit circles having tangential contacts or partial overlaps with one 
another, following precisely or approximately the underlying lattice of the solid. The shapes of 
these patterns can be characterized in terms of elementary shape contributions. One important 
class of these patterns corresponds to a family of graphs, the unit-circle caterpillars. In this 
study, we shall present some new results on their limiting cases, the maximum unit-circle 
caterpillars. 
1. Introduction and the statement of the problem 
The shapes of clusters of adsorbed molecules on the surfaces of solid catalysts 
influence their stability, their dynamics, and chemical reactivity [6]. Evidently, the 
underlying structure of the solid lattice provides constraints on these shapes, and these 
constraints are reflected in the prevalence of certain adsorption patterns [3]. If the 
underlying lattice is hexagonal, the dominant shape features of the adsorbed clusters 
can be characterized by patterns of clusters of close-packed unit circles, or unit circles 
partially overlapping one another on a plane. Some of the most basic patterns of these 
families of circles can be characterized by their intersection graphs. 
Given a finite familyfof sets S1, . . , S,, the intersection graph G = R cf) has the sets 
Si as its nodes, two of them, say Si, and Sj being adjacent in G whenever their 
intersection is not empty. We will study the intersection graphs of a family of equal 
circles in the plane. 
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An interesting packing problem occurs when we attempt to lay out as many unit 
circles as possible such that their intersection graph forms a caterpillar. A caterpillar is 
a tree where all nodes of degree greater than one lie on a common path. This path is 
called its spine, whereas each edge not on the spine is called a leg of the caterpillar 
L&41. 
If we lay out a straight line of pennies (unit circles) to form (in the intersection 
graph) the spine of the caterpillar, then without any pennies overlapping, the head and 
tail nodes will each take at most five leg pennies tangent o it and each body node will 
take at most four leg pennies tangent o it. This will form a familiar “beehive” packing 
(see Fig. l), if the maximum number of pennies are added. No further tangent pennies 
will be capable of being added without overlapping. If the maximum number of 
pennies are added, then the intersection graph of these pennies will not be a caterpil- 
lar, since the intended leg pennies, being tangent to each other, will make some of 
these added nodes in the intersection graph adjacent. In order to turn the added nodes 
into formal leg nodes of a caterpillar, we must remove some of the pennies. 
If we attempt o add more leg pennies by overlapping some of them with the spinal 
node, we shall find we cannot do so (this will be covered later in Theorem 1). 
The following report is an attempt o formally analyze the possible arrangements of 
unit circles in order to form an intersection graph which is also a caterpillar. For the 
sake of convenience, sometimes we will apply the terminology of the intersection 
graph to the corresponding components of the original unit circle arrangement: for 
example, each unit circle may be called a “node”, or the whole arrangement a “cater- 
pillar”. 
Before proceeding, we define some terms that will be used throughout. In general, 
standard graph theory terminology applies [l]. 
spine - the sequence of circles which, in the intersection graph, forms the spine of the 
caterpillar. Each circle in the spine is known as a spinal node. 
spine length - the number of edges in the spine. Thus given that the number of spinal 
nodes is N, the length of the spine is N - 1. 
leg, leg node - any circle tangent o or overlapping a spinal node, which forms a leg in 
the intersection caterpillar. 
Fig. 1. Beehive pack (hexagonal close packing) and its intersection graph. 
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heud - a spinal node located at each end of the spine. The two ends are interchange- 
able in that they both can be called heads. 
body node - a spinal node that is not a head. 
internal spinal node - any body node located at a distance of at least two from a head 
node. Body nodes adjacent to a head are not quite “internal”, as the leg count on these 
is affected by leg placement on the head, in contrast to the true internal nodes. 
center angle ~ the angle formed by the centers of two circles adjacent to a third, with 
the center of the third as the vertex. 
(See Fig. 2 for illustration of these definitions.) 
Additionally, we shall use the following elementary results, phrased as formal 
theorems. The simple proofs are not included. 
Theorem 1. If the center angle of two unit circles tangent to or overlapping a third is 60“, 
the two circles will be tangent to each other, or will overlap. 
Therefore, any two legs must have a center angle > 60”. 
Corollary. It is not possible to put another leg between two legs with a center angle 
< 120~. 
Theorem 2. Five is the maximum number of circles that can be placed tangent to or 
overlapping a center circle without having two of them overlap. Trying to add a sixth will 
create a beehive pack or will overlap with at least one of the.five. 
L - Leg Node 
S - Spinal Node 
6 - Body Node 
t-i - Head Node 
IS - Internal Spinal Node 
8 - Center Angle 
Fig. 2. Examples of terminology, showing an arrangement of unit circles, the corresponding intersection 
graph caterpillar, and its numerical code. 
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2. Tangent or overlapping 
We are interested in the following problem: for a caterpillar of N spinal nodes, what 
are the maximum number of leg nodes at various locations along the spine? A numer- 
ical code of caterpillars can be given by listing the number of leg nodes adjacent o the 
spinal nodes. If some leg-constraint applies, then the codes for caterpillars with the 
maximum number of leg nodes are called maxicodes. If any number in a maxicode is 
reduced to a nonnegative integer, then the resulting code also corresponds to a realiz- 
able caterpillar. In particular, if a number in a maxicode of a unit-circle caterpillar is 
so reduced, then the resulting code corresponds to a unit-circle caterpillar. In this 
sense, maxicode caterpillars are limiting cases. 
Is anything to be gained in overlapping the circles? Clearly not in the spine: the 
farther apart the centers the better. And, since the legs cannot even be tangent to 
another leg, we need only to consider whether any leg overlapping its associated 
spinal node 
(a) does not contact another leg or spinal node, and 
(b) makes room for more legs on its own or on an adjacent spinal node. 
Whether more legs can be created will be discussed for the cases of the straight 
caterpillar. 
3. Caterpillars with a straight spine 
In these caterpillars the centers of the spinal nodes lie on a straight line. In other 
words, for any spinal node, the two spinal nodes tangent to it have a center angle of 
180”. The spine exhibits a symmetry element of reflection with respect to the line 
through the centers of the circles, in short, a bilateral symmetry, so, by assuming 
a horizontal spine, we can speak of legs “above” and “below” the spine. Note, 
however, that the maximal arrangement of legs does not necessarily produce a cater- 
pillar with bilateral symmetry. 
If two legs are placed tangent o an internal spinal node above the spine, they will be 
tangent o or overlap each other and also possibly tangent o or overlap one or both 
of the adjacent leg nodes. Since the two-legged arrangement forms a 60” center angle, 
by Theorem 1 it will not be possible to fit another leg in by using overlap. In order to 
keep the legs nonadjacent o each other, there can only be at most one tangent leg 
node above each spinal node. By symmetry, the same applies to leg nodes below the 
spine. Consequently, each internal node can have a maximum of one leg node above 
and one below the spine. 
Can all these legs be fitted in along the spine? Not if the center angle between every 
leg and adjacent spinal node is 90”; then we have a “square pack” (see Fig. 3). To be 
able to fit in the maximal number of legs, one can do the following. Form a square 
pack along the spinal nodes, and place two more tangent circles at each head. This will 
create a “leg code” of 4,2,2, . . ,2,2,4 (a list of the numbers of intended legs on each 
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Fig. 3. Square pack (unit circles arranged on a planar square lattice). 
of the N spinal nodes, similar to a caterpillar code, except the intersection graph is not 
yet a caterpillar). Now, remove one leg from any of the body nodes, leaving 2N + 3 
legs. It will now be possible to rotate the unit circles in the adjacent spinal nodes 
toward the deleted body node by almost 30’. Continue around the spine (in both 
direction), rotating each leg by slightly less each time, eventually separating all 
remaining legs. 
In order to make this procedure precise, one may choose a rotation angle c(, such that 
0 < CA < 60”/(2N + 3) = rr/3(2N + 3) (1) 
for example, one may choose 
CI = 60,‘/(2N + 4). (2) 
Select either one of the clockwise or anticlockwise orientations along the perimeter of 
the spine, and label the leg nodes by a serial index s, 
l<s<2N+3 (3) 
around the spine, starting next to the deleted node and following the chosen orienta- 
tion. For each index s, rotate the leg circle of serial index s about the corresponding 
spine center by an angle 
xs = 30’ - .W, (4) 
in the sense opposite to the orientation selected for indexing. (For example, if clockwise 
orientation is selected for the s indices along the perimeter of the spine, then the &(5 
angles are taken in the anticlockwise sense.) This will separate all the legs, eliminating 
tangential contact between leg circles, hence the intersection graph becomes a cater- 
pillar, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Similar results can be obtained by deleting one of the legs 
adjacent to the head node. 
Therefore, for such a caterpillar, the exact maxicodes are 
(a) 3,2, 2, . . . ,2, 2,4 or 
(b) 4, x, x, ,x, x, 4, 
where one .x is 1 and the others are 2. 
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4, 2, 1, 4 
Fig. 4. A square pack arrangement augmented with additional leg nodes at the head and tail, and 
a modified arrangement having a caterpillar intersection graph, obtained after removing a leg circle. 
Overlap will allow us to recover the lost node, as indicated in Fig. 5. Take case (b), 
and the spinal node that has x = 1, a single leg attached to it. This spinal node circle is 
neither tangent to nor overlapping with the two leg nodes of indices s = 1 and 
s = 2N + 3 on the two neighboring spinal nodes, since these leg nodes have central 
angles of 
PI = 90” - (30” - CX) = 60” + c( (5) 
and 
plm+3 = 90” - (30” - (2N + 3)ct) = 60” + (2N + 3)c( = 120” - Lx, (6) 
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respectively, if CI is chosen according to Eq. (2). The effective, complementing central 
angle BZN+ 3 of P;N+3 relative to the center of the given spinal node is also 60” + CI, 
P ZN+3 = 60” + a. (7) 
This implies that there is some room above this spinal node for a leg node if the leg 
circle is allowed to overlap the spinal circle. In fact, the center of an additional leg 
circle can be placed directly above the center of the spinal circle at a distance Air, where 
Ar < 2{sin(60 + a) - [2 cos(60 + LX) - cos’(60 + CC)]““} (8) 
Fig. 5. A maximal caterpillar arrangement obtained from the caterpillar pattern of Fig. 4 by allowing 
overlap. 
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as it can be verified by elementary trigonometry, using the notations of Fig. 5. Note 
that this vertically displaced positioning of the additional eg circle is possible without 
overlapping any of the neighboring spinal circles, since the spinal nodes are arranged 
with their centers along a straight line. Also note that a spine bent upward symmetric- 
ally at the given spinal node by some angle y does not accomodate such a vertically 
displaced leg node circle without overlapping the neighboring spinal nodes if the 
vertical displacement Ar is smaller than some threshold t(y) > 0. 
We conclude that overlap allows a caterpillar code of the form 4,2,2, . . . ,2,2,4, to 
be the maximum possible for a straight spine. Theorem 1 tells us we cannot find room 
in either the head or spine to overlap any more legs. Fig. 5 shows an example of this 
caterpillar. 
4. Complete maxicodes for straight spine unit-circle caterpillars 
The above discussion concentrated mainly on the structure of the various caterpil- 
lars along the internal spinal nodes. The requirement of adjacent spinal nodes forced 
more rigidity in the leg placement han would be necessary at the heads. Therefore, the 
cases of the caterpillar with length d 4 have not been covered, as they are fairly easily 
discovered by empirical means. Table 1 of maxicodes is complete. 
Table 1 
Maxicodes for unit-circle caterpillars 
N No overlap Overlap 
1 5 5 
2 4,3 473 
3 4,223 4,2,4 
4, 134 
4 4,2,2,3 4,2,2,4 
4,2, A4 
5 4,2,2,2,3 4,2,2,2,4 
4,2,2, L4 
4,2, L2,4 
m>6 4,2,2 ,..., 2,2,3 4,2,2, . . . . 2,4 
4,2, . ) 2,2, 1,4 
4,2, . . . . 2, 1,2,4 
4,2, . . . . 1,2,2,4 
Note: In the N > 3, no overlap case, the caterpillar is 
structured in one of two ways: 
(a) head has 4 legs, each body node has two legs, and the 
tail has three legs, or 
(b) head and tail have 4 legs, any one body node has one 
leg and every other body node has two legs. 
Reversals have not been included as separate entries. Since 
the codes are maximal, legs may be deleted from the spinal 
nodes to produce new codes. 
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5. Summary and comments 
Complete maxicodes have been determined for caterpillars generated as intersec- 
tion graphs of unit circles, with spine constrained to a straight line. These patterns of 
unit circles are important basic forms for the characterization of shapes of planar 
arrangements of objects, such as adsorbed clusters of molecules on solid surfaces. 
Caterpillars of maxicodes form a special class of intersection graphs of unit circles, 
where strong spatial constraints apply. An important result corresponding to much 
looser constraints is known: if the circles are allowed to have different radii of no 
restrictions, then any planar graph can be realized as an intersection graph of such 
circles. The physically and chemically interesting cases of constraints of intermediate 
severity, such as the patterns and intersection graphs of circles of different but 
restricted radii can provide useful tools for molecular shape analysis [S]. Some of 
these problems will be discussed in a future study. 
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